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An Analysis of the Behaviour of Simplified

Evolutionary Algorithms on Trap Functions

Siegfried Nijssen, Thomas Bäck

Abstract

Methods are developed to numerically analyse an evolutionary algorithm that applies mutation and selection on

a bit-string representation to find the optimum for a bimodal unitation function called a trap function. This research

bridges part of the gap between the existing convergence velocity analysis of strictly unimodal functions and global

convergence results assuming the limit of infinite time. As a main result of this analysis, a new so-called (1:
�

)-

evolutionary algorithm is proposed, which generates offspring using individual mutation rates ��� . While a more

traditional evolutionary algorithm using only one mutation rate is not able to find the global optimum of the trap

function within an acceptable (non-exponential) time, our numerical investigations provide evidence that the new

algorithm overcomes these limitations. The analysis tools used for the analysis, based on absorbing Markov chains and

the calculation of transition probabilities, are demonstrated to provide an intuitive and useful method for investigating

the capabilities of evolutionary algorithms to bridge the gap between a local and a global optimum in bimodal search

spaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN the past decade, theoretical research on evolutionary algorithms (EAs) has received significant atten-

tion, driven by the insight that their theoretical basis needs to be improved to facilitate most effective

usage of these algorithms. Meanwhile, considerable progress has been made especially with respect to the

analysis of convergence velocity and convergence reliability of evolutionary algorithms.

Convergence velocity analysis is a general approach, derived originally [?], [?] and refined subsequently

for the analysis of evolution strategies (see [?] for a full picture; [?] for an overview). It has been transferred

to evolutionary algorithms with bit-string genotypes in the early 90s [?], [?].

Convergence velocity is a local measure of progress of the algorithm from one iteration to the next, where

progress is defined either in terms of the expected quality gain � (i.e., objective function value improvement)

or in terms of the expected change of distance � to a global optimum:

���	��
���������������� ���������� � ! �"�#��
%$&��(')� ���� $ � $&��('*� �������� $ � +
Here, �� ' denotes a global optimum point of the objective function �-,/. 0 1 , which is defined over a

certain domain . . Vector ��2� denotes the best (or a representative) individual of the population at generation3
. A maximization task is assumed in this paper.

Typically, this type of analysis is used to characterize the behaviour of evolutionary algorithms for uni-

modal problems, i.e., their effectiveness as local optimizers. This type of analysis is useful to understand

performance relative to other local optimization algorithms, to gain insight into the impact of parameter

settings of the algorithm on convergence velocity, and to characterize the final stage of global optimization,

when the algorithm ultimately converges to a solution. However, convergence velocity analysis has not yet

been generalized to cover the multimodal case of objective functions with more than one optimum, which

of course is the interesting case for practical applications of evolutionary algorithms.

At the other extreme, convergence reliability analysis deals with the question of global convergence of

an evolutionary algorithm, meaning that the algorithm is guaranteed to find a global optimum. Global
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convergence results are general in the sense that they do not make strong assumptions about the objective

function and typically assume unlimited time:46587��9;:=< ����(';>@? � 3 ��� �BA +
Here, ? � 3 � denotes the population maintained by the evolutionary algorithm at generation

3
and < �DC �

is the probability of the event C . Some of the first global convergence results for evolutionary algorithms

were presented for simple (1+1)-evolution strategies [?] and were subsequently refined for population-

based strategies as well as non-elitist strategies [?]. Concerning genetic algorithms, first proofs of global

convergence were presented again in the early 90s [?]. The global convergence type of analysis benefits

from the generality of results (i.e., for all possible objective functions), but it is practically not exploitable as

no finite expected time results are obtained.

In order to bridge the gap between convergence velocity results and convergence reliability results, it is a

natural but difficult step to extend the convergence velocity analysis to multimodal objective functions and

to analyze explicitly the time it takes the algorithm to converge to the global optimum rather than a local

one. Of course, the results are expected to depend on the starting conditions as well as the specific parameter

settings of the evolutionary algorithm.

The natural extension from the existing work for unimodal objective functions consists in bimodal prob-

lems, where just one local and a distinct global optimum exist in the search space and the regions of attraction

of these two optima can be scaled such that it becomes harder or easier to find the global optimum. For real-

valued objective functions, this test case was defined and experimentally investigated already more than 15

years ago [?], [?] demonstrating the importance of “soft selection” to bridge the gap between the local and

global optimum. From a theoretical point of view, however, first results on specific bimodal test problems

have only been published very recently [?], [?]. Approaching the analysis from different perspectives, both

papers focus on the advantage of crossover for reducing the time to find the global optimum or to bridge the

gap between the local and global optimum.

Here, we explore another piece of the puzzle by analyzing so-called trap functions, which have been
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designed as scalable, bimodal functions to challenge evolutionary algorithms. In contrast to the above men-

tioned studies, the analysis concentrates on simplified evolutionary algorithms using only mutation and

selection, such as the (1+1)-EA, the (1, E )-EA, and the (1+ E )-EA. This analysis continues earlier work on

a unimodal problem [?], [?], [?] and concludes with the development of a new version of an evolutionary

algorithm, the (1: E )-EA, which generates each offspring with a different mutation rate. The resulting al-

gorithm reduces the time to find the global optimum drastically by increasing the emphasis on exploration,

such that the region of attraction of the local optimum can be left at any stage during the search.

In section II, the general tools for the theoretical analysis are introduced, the trap function is formalized,

and the (1: E )-EA is defined as a generalization of the (1+ E )- and (1, E )-EA. Section III presents the numerical

evaluation of theoretical results and a comparison to the experimentally observed behaviour of the evolu-

tionary algorithms on the trap function. Our conclusions and an outline of further work are given in section

IV.

II. EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS ON TRAP FUNCTIONS

A. Prerequisites

Each individual in our evolutionary algorithm is represented by a bitstring of length F : ��G>IH)J . The fitness

function is a function that maps the bitstring to a real number, ��, H*J 0 1 . We restrict ourselves to unitation

functions, which are functions that depend entirely upon the number of ones in a bitstring and thus not on

their position: �������� � K����LM������N� � K��� JO P Q � �
P � + (1)

For any unitation function K� with a domain �R�TSVU ! A !W+�+�+X! FZY , three subsets can be computed for a given

value L > � :

[ � ��L � � S\L�] > �_^ K����L�] �a` K����L � Y b (2)[�Q ��L � � S\L ] > �_^ K����L ] � � K����L � Y b (3)[dc ��L � � S\L�] > �_^ K����L�] �ae K����L � Y + (4)
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For every unitation value (the number of ones in a bitstring) there is a set of unitation values (and corre-

sponding bitstrings) that have lower, equal, and higher fitnesses. We do not mention the fitness function in

our notation as this function is implicitly the same in all formulas.

In an evolutionary algorithm one bitstring can be transformed into another bitstring using an operator

called mutation. With probability <2f this operator flips each of the F bits into its complementary bit. By

flipping bits, the unitation value of a bitstring may be changed. The following expression describes the

probability that a bitstring of unitation value L � is converted into a string of value L�g , when L2g is higher thanL � (cf. [?]):

</hiWjNkli�monf ��L2gp^ L �N� � q rts hi mvu J c i j nO P Qdw
xy�z�{

|
}~ xy � � zl{

|�� zl� � z�{ }~ <&iWj c i\m � g Pf ��A � <df � J c hiWj c i\m � g P n + (5)

From these expressions, < ��L�gV^ L �N� can be calculated for general values:

<df ��L2gp^ L ��� �
���� ��� < hi j kli m nf ��L2gV^ L �N� if L2g ` L � b< hi j kli m nf �oF � L2g�^tF � L �N� otherwise .

(6)

In the second equation the observation is used that the probability of decreasing the number of one-bits fromL � to L(g corresponds to the probability of increasing the number of zero-bits from F � L � to F � L2g . This is

due to the equal probability for one-to-zero and zero-to-one bit flips.

These formulas allow us in principle to use any unitation function as fitness function, instead of only a

basic counting-ones function. In the following, we illustrate this by applying the analysis to so-called trap

functions.

B. Trap Functions

We will use two trap functions in our experiments. One is a basic trap function as introduced in [?]. The

other is a more complex function that we will use to check the validity of the results obtained for the basic

function.
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A Basic Trap function The definition of a basic trap function is [?]:

K����L � �
���� ������ �o� � L �X! if L���� ;�J c � ��L � � �X! otherwise .

(7)

Figure 1 clarifies the meaning of the parameters.

f(u)

l

u

0

b = 74

a = 100

z = 25

Fig. 1. A Basic Trap function ��p���\� .
For analyzing our numerical results it appears useful to compute the

[ �DL � sets of the trap function ex-

plicitly. We will show here how this can be done using corresponding points. A corresponding point of a

unitation value L is a different unitation value which has the same K����L � value. For a basic trap function there

is at most one such point at the other side of the trap. The corresponding point may be computed using� � �o� � L �N� � �F � � ��L2g � � � ! (8)

which yields these expressions:

L � � 3 � �DL2g � �	� � �� �F � � ��� � L2g � ! (9)

L2g�� 3 gV�DL �N� �	� � �
� F � �� ��� � L �N� + (10)

For a given value L , and the resulting corresponding points L � ��L � and L2g\��L � , the subsets become:

[ � ��L � � S\L�] > �_^ L�] e L � ��L ��� L�] ` L2g\�DL � Y b (11)[ c ��L � � S\L ] > �_^ L ] ` L � ��L ��� L ] e L2g\�DL � Y b (12)[ Q ��L � � ����� [ � ��L � � [dc �DL �N� + (13)
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There are many possible choices for the parameters � , � and � . Given the number of bits F we stick to the

following guidelines:¡ �£¢ �¤ F ;¡ � �	F � � � A ;¡ A �g � � � �#¥ � ; � a multiple of � .

For F and � we prefer values which are a multiple of 10. These values simplify some of the computations

without affecting their generality.

A complex trap function The basic trap function is characterized by two optima that are bit-wise com-

plements of each other. In general it is difficult for EAs to go from the suboptimal solution to the global

optimum in this case. For the trap function, however, a bit-flip operator, an operator which reverses all bits,

is likely to solve the problem easily. To check the validity of our results, we will also investigate a slightly

more complex trap function for which bit-flipping is not always a good solution:

K�M��L � �
������� ������ � � ��� �M� L �¦! if LI�#� � ;�J c � m �DL � � ���¦! if � �§e LG�¨��g ;� h � j c � m nJ c � m ��A � �J c � j ��L � ��g ���X! otherwise .

(14)

This trap function is illustrated in Figure 2.

f(u)

l

u

0

a = 100

z1 = 25

b = 74

z2 = 75

Fig. 2. A Complex Trap function ��p���\� .
Note that for ��g=�©F the complex trap function reduces to the basic trap function. As parameter for ��g ,��g§�#F � � � has our interest, as one could expect that bit-flipping performs very badly in that case.
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C. A (1: E )-EA

We use the mutation operator to obtain the following search algorithm:

L := uniformly chosen bitstring

repeat until maximum generation reachedª
:= S\L �¦!�+W+�+W! L2«pY ; L�¬ is a mutated child of L ,

generated with mutation rate < ¬ .L := individual with the highest fitness in
ª
.

This algorithm is a very simplified version of an evolutionary algorithm. We use this algorithm to introduce

an extension of an ordinary evolutionary algorithm: different fixed mutation rates < ¬ are used to generate

children. It is easily shown that this algorithm can be applied to simulate both ordinary (1, E )- and (1+ E )-

EAs:¡ (1, E ): < � � < ga� +W+�+ � < « ;¡ (1+ E ): use E ] �BE � A , with < « ��� �BU and < � � < g� +�+�+ � < « . One of the children thus has mutation

rate zero, which means that the parent is copied.

With < �DL � 0 L2g � we will denote the probability that in one iteration of the algorithm the current unitation

value of the selected parent changes from L � into L2g . To obtain an expression for this probability, we use the

following intermediate probabilities:

<df ��L cg ^ L � � � OP¯®�°²±
h³i m n <&f �o´µ^ L �N� b (15)

<df ��L Qg ^ L � � � OP¯®�°�¶
hi�mon <df �·´µ^ L � � + (16)

These are combined as follows:

< ��L � 0¸L2g � � «¹ ¬ Qdwaº < ¬v��L cg ^ L �N� � < ¬v��L Qg ^ L � �N»¼� «¹ ¬ Qdw < ¬ �DL cg ^ L �N� + (17)

The first term is the probability that all offspring are worse than or equal to L g . From this the probability

is subtracted that all offspring are worse. The resulting probability is the probability that at least one of the
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offspring has unitation value L�g . The ½ index goes through all offspring and their corresponding mutation

rate. It is here that the “multiple mutation rate” principle is applied.

We will refer to the unitation value of the individual L as the current state of the (1: E )-EA. The states can

be ordered according to their K���DL � values. A higher state is a state with a higher K���DL � value. With
[ � �DL � we

denote the set of all higher states.

D. Measures

The state transition probabilities according to equation (17) can be used to compute several quality mea-

sures of the evolutionary process. The following measures are short-term performance measures:

Improvement probability for state ¾ :

< � �·¾ � � O¿ ®�°�À hÂÁ·n < �·¾Ã0 Ä �
, this is the probability of mutating to a better individual and gives a clue how likely it is to make an

immediate enhancement when one has an individual with a certain unitation value.

Convergence velocity for state ¾ :

�§�o¾ � � O¿ ®W° À hÂÁ·n �·���oÄ ��� ���o¾ �N� < �o¾Å0 Ä � !
this is the enhancement one expects to obtain in one generation, given a certain individual. It is the weighted

sum of all possible enhancements by the probability that such an enhancement occurs.

Trap jump probability for state ¾ :

< ] �o¾ � � O¿ ®W° À hÂÁ·n�ÆVÇ�h�Áon < �·¾0 Ä � !
where È depends on ¾ as follows: ÈÉ�·¾ � �ÊS\L�g\�o¾ �¦!�Ë�Ë�ËW! FvY if ¾=��� ; ÈÉ�·¾ � �ÊSVU !�Ë�Ë�ËX! L � �·¾ � Y otherwise. This

measure can only be used with the basic trap function; intuitively, it is the probability of going to a better

individual at the other side of the trap. Together with the improvement probability, this probability provides

an insight into the source of a likely enhancement. A high jump probability indicates that we can easily
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leave a local path.

Oscillating probability for state ¾ :

<�Ì �o¾ � � O¿ ®W° À h�Áon6ÆVÇ�h�Áon < �·¾Å0 Ä � < ] ��Ä ��Í < ] �·¾ � b
intuitively, this is the probability of jumping back to the same side of the trap after two generations, given

that we jumped to the other side of the trap in the first generation. This probability gives a better insight

into the usefulness of a high trap jump probability. A mutation rate that makes trap jumping easy, may or

may not make it easy to jump back. In the first case, the algorithm may be walking the two sides of the trap

in turns, jumping from one side to the other each generation, while in the second case one mutation rate is

expected to allow one jump only.

To determine long-term performance measures, several generations have to follow each other. For this

purpose the transition probabilities are stored in a transition matrix ? . The states are ordered such that for

a plus-strategy the matrix is uppertriangular; furthermore, the states that contain the optimum (the so-called

set of absorbing states
ª � ) have the highest indexes. With Î we denote the submatrix that does not contain

absorbing states [?]. This allows to define several measures:

Absorption time for state ¾ : Ï �o¾ � � O
Á�Ð Ñ Á·Á Ð !

where
Ñ �¸� [ � Î � c �

; using Markov chain analysis, it can be shown that this formula computes the

expected number of generations to reach the global optimum from a certain individual. If this number is

very high, it is almost impossible for the algorithm to find the optimum.

Number of evaluations until absorption for state ¾ :

Ñ �·¾ � � Ï �·¾ �ÓÒ E b
the previous measure is only reasonable when one compares algorithms that perform the same amount of

work every generation. Of course, this is not always the case. Especially on computer architectures that

evaluate offspring sequentially, it is much more fair to take into account the number of offspring in order to
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compare the expected computation time.

Expected absorption time: �Ô� Ï � � O
Á < �·¾ � Ï �o¾ � !

where < �·¾ � � xy �
Õ
}~ Í ¥ J ; the previous measures give the expected computation time when one knows the

starting individual. The evolutionary algorithm, however, determines its starting individual randomly using

a uniform distribution. To determine the performance of the complete algorithm, the expected absorption

time has to be determined, thus averaging over all possible starting individuals. With < �o¾ � the probability of

a uniformly chosen bitstring with unitation value ¾ is computed.

Expected number of evaluations until absorption:

�Ô� Ñ � � O
Á < �o¾ � Ñ �o¾ � �¨�Ô� Ï �§Ò E b

using a similar argument as for
Ñ �·¾ � , it is more fair to take into account the number of offspring.

In the sequel, we will mainly use the metrics that depend upon the number of evaluations. We believe

this best reflects the computational effort. To compare algorithm setups we use the expected number �Ô� Ñ � ,
which averages over the possible starting individuals. To show the influence of the starting individual, we

will also report separate experiments on this.

In previous publications [?], [?], [?], [?], [?] the < � �·¾ � and �§�·¾ � measures were used. We will also give

results for these measures here. However, not all of the results can be explained intuitively. We will use the

jump probability and oscillating probability to provide argumented explanations.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS

We arrange our experiments as follows. First we analyze the short-term measures of a basic (1+1)-EA.

This allows for an easy comparison of our results with the results of earlier publications. Next, we will

exploit our observations on these basic cases to analyse the more complex algorithms introduced in this

article.
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F � � �
10 3 12 6

20 5 20 14

50 10 80 39

75 20 80 54

100 25 100 74

TABLE I

PARAMETERS OF THE EMPLOYED TRAP FUNCTIONS

A. Short-term analysis of the basic trap function

Several trap functions are used in our experiments. A summary of all functions can be found in Table I.

The parameters are chosen carefully such that
[ Q ��L � �ÖS\L�Y for all L . This choice of parameters will ease

our analysis without affecting their generality. In the sequel we refer to one of these functions by giving the

parameter F .
Figure 3 displays the improvement probabilities < � �·¾ � and convergence velocities �§�·¾ � of a (1+1)-EA in

several situations. One coordinate, showing the mutation rate <�f , is drawn in a logarithmic scale to show

more details for lower mutation rates. Furthermore the trap jump probability is shown.

The graphs can be explained by looking at some of the characteristics of the trap function that was used.

First we take a look at the <�f �BA situation, which corresponds to turning a unitation value L into F � L . An

analysis of the function yields (see upper Figure 3(c)) that for L�����(� �Ö× and ØpUÙ�ÚLM������ �"Û&A such a flip

does not result in an improved fitness value. This is reflected in Figure 3(a): at <�f �ÜA only the lines forLM������ �Ê¥pU and LM������ �ÞÝßØ are 1. In Figure 3(c) (below), the lines with high mutation rates are 1 in exactly

the regions we indicated. The figure also shows that a mutation rate significantly lower than 1 is better in the

range ØpUà�áLM������ ��Û&A in order to jump to the other side of the trap.

If Figure 3(a) had been shown on a linear scale, it would appear that the LM����2� �âØpU curve is symmetric.
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Fig. 3. Probabilistic behaviour of the (1+1)-EA for the ãåäGæZç�ç trap function. In (a) and (b) the value of èVé is varied horizontally; the lines

correspond to
�ê�vëì �îíðïNñóòoô ç ò�õ²ñ¦òoñ ç ò�ö�ñ¦ò�÷ ç²ø . In (c) the unitation value is displayed horizontally; for several mutation rates the probability is

shown that the next individual is better and on the other side of the trap (which is at ùMä ôNñ
).

This can be explained by considering this construction: a mutated string with mutation rate </f can also be

obtained by first flipping all the bits and by then mutating all bits with mutation rate A � <�f . As a bit-flipped

string with L������� �ÞØpU results in a string with LM������ �úØpU , the result of mutating such a string with <(f must

be the same as by mutating with A � <2f . The same argument also explains that the curves for <(f �#U + ¥ and<df �	U + × in Figure 3(c) cross each other in LM������ �	Ø�U .

In Figure 3(c) the lines for high mutation rates show non-monotonic behaviour when L�������§` ØpU : every five

unitation values, the trap jump probability decreases slightly before increasing again. This can be explained

by looking at corresponding values. In this particular trap function it appears that four unitation values at

the right-hand side of the trap share the same corresponding value at the left-hand side. The highest of these
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four values has the highest jump probability: in that case more bits are flipped, which is more likely to occur

(remember that we are looking at mutation rates that are more likely to flip bits than to maintain). After four

unitation values, the corresponding value gets lower, which reduces the number of unitation values on the

other side of the trap that cause an enhancement. This consequently reduces the probability of jumping.

For LM������ �©¥pU the curve in Figure 3(a) has two optima (at approximately U + UåA and approximately A + U ).

We saw that the second optimum corresponds to flipping (almost) all bits, resulting in a jump from one side

of the trap to the other (better) side. The first local optimum therefore corresponds to the mutation rate that

maximizes the local improvement probability (which leads the genetic algorithm towards the local optimum�� �âA�UêU ). Most strikingly, the curves for LM������ �B×êU and LM������ �ú¥pU (with equal distances to a nearby local

optimum) overlap each other for low mutation rates and share their local maximum at <�f ¢ûU + Uß¥ .

From the graph it can be deduced that the more closely the unitation value approaches a local optimum,

the lower the optimal mutation rate for local search becomes, until it reaches <�f �	U + U&A for LM������ . This is in

harmony with the mutation rates derived in [?] ( A Í �o¥d��LM������ � A �)� F � ) and [?] ( A Í F ). The intuition of these

schedules is as follows: when the local optimum is almost reached, it is most safe to flip one bit in each

mutation. If the mutation rate must be constant throughout the whole process, A Í F is the best choice, as most

of the time is usually spent in fine-tuning the solution.

Graphs similar to those in Figure 3 for the other values of F also display the mentioned phenomena. For

example, also for the other trap functions A Í F seems a reasonable mutation rate in order to optimize local

search.

Figure 3(b) is very similar to Figure 3(a). As expected, the curves for LM������ �Ú¥�U and LM����(� �ü×pU do not

overlap: as the slope of the curve is much higher at the left-hand side of the trap, the convergence velocity is

also higher there.

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from Figure 4, which shows the oscillating probability for

several unitation values. We will give an analysation for each value:

1) LM������ �Þý : no better individual can be found on the other side of the trap. No oscillating will appear
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for any mutation rate.

2) ý e LM������ �Ú× : there are better individuals at the other side of the trap. However, applying </f �ÜA
will not give a better individual at the other side. If a jump to a better individual is made for some high<dfúþ�ÞA (which is very unlikely), then it is very likely that a jump back is made in the next generation

(consider <df �ÿA for this case). This is reflected in Figure 4(b).

3) × e LM����(�£e ¥pØ : a high mutation rate (for example <2f �TA ) will most likely result in a jump to the

other side of the trap. It is unlikely that a jump will be made back again (reconsider </f ��A ), so

the oscillating probability is low in any case (Figure 4(b)). However, for individuals close to the trap,

oscillating is still possible for low mutation rates (Figure 4(a)): if a jump to the right-hand side of the

trap is made, the new individual will most likely still be close to ¥êØ , such that a small mutation could

result in a jump back. If the mutation rate gets higher, the first offspring will be further away from

25; an offspring somewhere in the middle of the right-hand side hill is most likely. A moderately high

mutation will result here in a new offspring at the right-hand side of the trap, which explains the dip in

the graph of L������� �	¥�� . If the mutation rate gets even higher, far jumps become more likely again.

4) ¥êØ£�áLM������ ��Ûß¥ : similar arguments can be used as for case 2. It appears here that for individuals close

to the trap a low mutation rate suffices to obtain oscillating behavior.

5) Ûß¥ e LM������ ��A�UêU : similar arguments can be used as for case Ý .

In Figure 5 the effect of using multiple offspring is visualized. The convergence velocity increases in all

cases. The impact of using additional offspring however decreases – approximately – exponentially for every

new offspring. This is in agreement with findings for (1, E )-evolution trategies that convergence velocity is��� � ¥ 4�� E and thus grows only logarithmically with E [?].

Figure 5(b) shows two local maxima for all E values. This is explained by the two means of improvement:

staying on the same side of the trap (for low probabilities) or going to the other side of LM������ �ÿØpU (for high

probabilities). Indeed, Figure 5(a) has only one local maximum, as both large and small mutation rates will

result in offspring at the right-hand side of the trap with most probability.
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Fig. 4. Oscillating probability for values of
�p� ëì � . Mutation rate è é is shown on the ordinate axis. A (1+1)-EA is applied to the ãßä�ævç�ç trap

function.
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(b) Before the trap:
�p� ëì � ä ô ç .

Fig. 5. Convergence velocity of a (1+ � )-EA on the trap function for values of èVé , � í¼ï æ òoô¦òDñ¦ò ævç ò�õ ç òoñ ç ò	� ç ò�
 ç ò æ�æZçóø .

Keeping in mind our previous discussion, it is instructive in both graphs to see that the convergence

velocity decreases for very high mutation rates when E ` A . This may be caused by the lack of variety

in the pool of offspring for very high mutation rates. With <(f � U + Ø the information in an individual is

not exploited and the variety is maximal; with <2f �"A + U there is only one possible offspring; the variety is

clearly very small in that case. The figure provides a good indication that the optimum is between U + Ø andA + U , but more close to <�f �BA + U . This is an argument for using mutation rates little below A + U .
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Fig. 6. Absorption times for a (1+1)-EA on a ã\ä�æZç trap function.

E��ÿA E��û¥ E���� E��#×F < 'f � ' � Ï � < 'f � ' � Ï � < 'f � ' � Ï � < 'f � ' � Ï �
10 0.43 571.181 0.43 285.486 0.43 142.596 0.43 71.1608

20 0.46 446697 0.46 223345 0.46 111669 0.43 55830.3

50 0.42 A + �l¥��ýêÝ Ò A�U � g 0.42  + A�Ýê×&A\Ø Ò A�U �v� 0.42 Ý + ØpýêÛpUê× Ò A�U �v� 0.43 A + �×��lØ�� Ò A�U �v�
TABLE II

EXPECTED ABSORPTION TIMES OF OPTIMAL MUTATION RATES FOR A
� æ���� � -EA

B. Long-term analysis of the basic trap function

When considering the long-term performance of EAs, the absorption time measure is important. Figure

6 shows absorption times for a basic (1+1)-EA. As can be seen here, the starting individual (represented by

the LM� ��� axis) has no major influence on the absorption time. One could characterize one optimal mutation

rate < 'f ¢"U + �ßÝ for the F � A�U function. Experiments with other functions showed similar behavior. Table

II summarizes the results by only giving the optimal mutation rate and the expected number of generations

for that mutation rate. No results for F���êØ and F��BA�UêU are provided as our computation appeared not to be

sufficiently precise with very large numbers.1m A mutation rate of ç�� çXæ would yield an approximate absorption time of
÷ � õ�
�� æZç m���� generations.
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The number of values of F is insufficient to draw conclusions with respect to the relation between F and

the values of < 'f and � ' � Ï � . The expected absorption time seems to rise exponentially — also taking into

account that � ' � Ï � is very large for F���pØ and F��úA�UêU —, but we were not able to derive a straightforward

formula. The optimal mutation rate fluctuates somewhere between U + � and U + Ø . This fluctuation is probably

caused by small differences between the trap functions: for F��úA�U , for example, ÝêU�� of the unitation values

is at the left hand side of the trap, whereas for F��ûØpU this is ¥pU�� .

What is more interesting, is the relation between E and the values of < 'f and � ' � Ï � . From the table it is

clear that the optimal mutation rate is independent of the number of offspring. Furthermore, for a known

value � '� � Ï � for E��BA , values for other numbers of offspring can very well be approximated using � '« �
Ï � �

�! m h#"&n« . As the expected number of evaluations is defined as ��� Ñ � �	��� Ï ��Ò E , we can conclude that adding

offspring does not have any influence on the long-term performance when the mutation distribution is kept

constant. We will therefore investigate the (1: E )-EA next.

For the E offspring, we will test the following mutation rates:¡ linear: < ¬ �ú� � i � � J � ¬ c �« c � � � J . We will abbreviate this with “l � J � i ”;¡ exponential: < ¬/� � i%$ ¬ c �
, where $ �Þ� � J Í � i � m& ± m . This will be abbreviated with “e � J � i ”.

In all cases we assume that there is one offspring with mutation rate <(f �#U , such that the (1: E )-EA becomes

an adapted (1+ E ] )-EA, with E ] �	E � A . In the sequel, we will denote this (1: E � evolutionary algorithm with

one mutation rate <df �	U as a (1 ' E ] )-EA (Table III).

We first check the correctness of the formulas we developed. In Figures 7(a) and 7(b) experimental

expected absorption times and theoretical times are plotted for a (1 ' 10)-EA with F��û¥pU . Only those ranges

of � i and � J are shown which result in low times. The theory predicts the experimental results accurately

and shows the same dependence on the parameters. Figure 7(d) displays a comparison of numbers. Here

the starting individual is fixed, such that uniform initialization is not taken into account. The experimentally

determined numbers (which were averaged over 1000 experiments) clearly converge to their theoretical

values. The theory therefore seems reliable.
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/10*2354 theory experiment

1 48.891 50.126

2 58.526 59.810

3 63.694 62.201

4 68.164 67.678

5 70.970 69.908

6 72.597 71.355

7 73.417 71.101

8 73.893 72.187

9 74.121 74.630

10 74.188 73.230

11 74.120 74.182

12 73.887 73.656

13 73.403 74.239

14 72.560 70.611

15 70.905 70.664

16 68.071 66.359

17 63.694 63.318

18 58.529 59.277

19 49.200 50.478

20 1.000 1.000

(d) 6 �87 �
for several values of

�ê�vëì �
with (9.êäÉç+� çXæ and ( ) ä æ (linear

scheme).

Fig. 7. Absorption times of a (1 : 10)-EA for given upper and lower bounds. The experimental values are obtained by averaging over 1000

experiments for each coordinate. The ã�ä ô ç function is used.
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Algorithm parent as offspring equal mutation rates

(1, E ) no yes

(1+ E ) yes yes

(1: E ) no no

(1 '�E ) yes no

TABLE III

NOTATION OF EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS

An important observation in Figure 7(d) is that there are no local optima other than the global optimum.

We checked several other setups and found this to be true for all test cases. This would mean that any

gradient descent algorithm could find the optimal parameters for � i and � J . Under the assumption that there

is one optimum, we used the following — simple — algorithm to determine approximate optimal values for

� i and � J :
; := �=< w> , � J �	U + UßØ , � i �	U + ý

repeat a fixed number of iterations

while � J and � i changed during the last assignment

compute �Ô� Ï � for � � J � ; ! � i � ; �¦! � � J ! � i � ; �¦! � � J ! � i � ; �X! � � J ! � i � ; �X! � � J ! � i �¦! � � J ! � i �
; �X!

� � J � ; ! � i � ; �¦! � � J � ; ! � i �X! � � J � ; ! � i � ; �
set � J and � i to the best of these values

; := ?>
Parameter @ defines the coarseness of the search. We use @Ô�BA�U .

We use this algorithm in Figure 8 to investigate the influence of the E parameter. The optimal values for

� J and � i are shown for both linear and exponential mutation rate schemes; also the number of evaluations

for these parameter settings are shown.
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Fig. 8. Optimal upper and lower bounds for the mutation rates of a ( æ�:A� ) EA, with the resulting number of evaluations.

When E���¥ the algorithms reduce to evolutionary algorithms with two mutation rates � J and � i . At

first sight, the A Í F mutation rate guideline is also applicable here: both in linear and exponential schemes, a

mutation rate of approximately A Í F should be present to obtain the best absorption time. When the number

of offspring increases, the optimal lower bound decreases. This is reasonable: it means that it is more

advantageous to add some low mutation rates than to add more high mutation rates. When considering the

upper bound, it is interesting to recall Figures 4 and 5. Also here there is a strong relation between mutation

rates that maximize convergence velocity and minimize absorption time.

From the figure we may conclude that a scheme with a low number of offspring is preferable if one knows
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BDCFEHG BICKJ�G BICML+G
( N E�G5O9O )�

2 3 5 10 2 3 5 10 2 3 5 10

l 0.01 1 P5Q L QSR5T J+G T EUL�L R+P5V V+PSV WSQ�Q TXQYT PSW T E ESE�J E V�R
l 0.05 1

EUJZE E Q5T E QSV E P G J�L Q Q L W P5W L R E�G L P V G E Q J J P�P
l 0.1 1 W E ESE�E E�J W E PSV J W�P P J V R E�J V�Q G J R�R QSW�W RSR E E�J T G
l 0.02 0.9

EUL+G E V+P E�LZE E Q�R J WSW QSW�V L QSQ L W�R [�\ ]�] ^�\ _%]a`
l 0.05 0.9 V�V ESE P E�J Q _Y[�b cD_�_ cad�] `�ca^ ]�\�e L Q V G E Q G J PSQ
l 0.1 0.9 \�c d�e _�_Y^ E Q5T J PSP Q L Q L QSR TXV�W J R E QSW J R L�G E�J R G
e 0.01 1 P5Q L ESE�L EHG R E�GSL R+P5V Q G Q J VSW J W E PSW L�L `�\ `�^
e 0.05 1

EUJZE W E V�V W J J�L Q J W5T Q G R Q�Q E L P TXV E�E�G E Q�W
e 0.1 1 W E W+P W L E�G%E J W�P P G%E P5V�Q L P L J R�R QSW�V RSQ�Q W L R
e 0.02 0.9

EUL+G V�P V�R W+P J W�W ca`�d c�]�_ ca^�` [�\ `�d L Q R G
e 0.05 0.9 V�V \�\ ^�b d�b c�_�_ JSLZE J T+R Q J P L Q T+V EHG W E QSW
e 0.1 0.9 \�c V E V5T W�V J PSP QSQ�Q P E R LZE�E J R E QSW G R E W W J V

TABLE IV

EXPECTED NUMBER OF EVALUATIONS FOR SEVERAL ALGORITHMS

the optimal mutation rate. From a practical point of view, it could however be difficult to find such optimal

mutation rates. It could therefore be interesting to know how the algorithm behaves for mutation rates that

are only very rough approximations of the optimal rates. Table IV provides some insight into this. It shows

some good examples (eg. (e 0.01 1) and (e 0.02 9)) of schemes for which a low number of offspring is not

beneficial. Figure 9 may provide an explanation for this. It displays the convergence velocity for some of

the algorithms in the table. Although the linear algorithm provides a higher convergence velocity for various

unitation values, the exponential scheme is better on difficult values, which are those where the velocity is

low. To stress this, the graph is drawn on a logarithmic scale. Especially a LM������ �BA individual is very likely

to be encountered. The exponential scheme performs best here as it provides a wider variety of low mutation

rates and thus enlarges the probability that the last bit is correctly flipped.

Using the table and the graphs of Figures 8, 7(c), and 7(b) we can compare the linear and the exponential
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Fig. 9. The convergence velocity for several mutation schemes. Note that one scale is logarithmic. The f%gih-j problem was used.

schemes. The exponential mutation scheme performs surprisingly well. For example a (e 0.02 0.9)-(1 k 10)-

EA performs significantly better than many (1 k 3)-EAs. The surface of the exponential scheme displayed in

Figure 7(c) is also clearly below that of a linear scheme and is less sensitive to the values of the lYm and l+n
bounds.

In comparison to constant mutation rates, the number of evaluations of the new algoritm is clearly much

smaller. From the current results, a disadvantage of the new algorithm can however also be extracted.

Whereas with constant mutation rates the addition of new offspring did not make the number of evaluations

worse (in case one applies optimal mutation rates), this is not always the case with multiple mutation rates.

C. Long-term analysis of the complex trap function

Considering absorption times again, we first have to check whether the one-optimum assumption still

holds for this function. As can be seen in Figure 10 for a particular function, this assumption seems still

valid (we checked this also for the details which are invisible in the graph). Note that this figure is plotted

slightly differently than Figure 7(c), as here the complete ranges for l5n and lUm are shown. Where l�n is higher

than lUm , oqpsrut for swapped values of l�n and lXm is shown, which may incorrectly give the impression that there

are two optima.2

Using this assumption, we recompute the optimal upper and lower bounds of multiple mutation rates, for

several numbers of offspring (Figure 11). Many results for the basic trap function are also applicable here:

a small number of offspring is better, and two different mutation rates perform better than two identicalv
Furthermore, some values which are too large are not plotted. This explains the strange graph for very low mutation rates.
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(b) Exponential mutation rates

Fig. 10. Expected absorption times for a
� æ�:àæZç � -EA with multiple mutation rates. The complex ãVä ô ç trap function is used with ù j ä�æ ñ .
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Fig. 11. Optimal upper and lower bounds of mutation rates, and the corresponding expected number of evaluations, for the ã�ä ô ç complex

trap function with ù j äÔæ ñ .

mutation rates. However, there also major differences: the lower bound of the exponential scheme increases

instead of decreases, and the exponential scheme performs worse for large numbers of offspring (although

much better than a constant mutation rate: for E��úA�U , 76932 evaluations are needed for the optimal constant

mutation rate < 'f ¢ûU + � , while ¢ÿ¥��ßUêU evaluations suffice for the exponential scheme).

To explore this difference for high values of E further, Figure 12 shows the dependency of the optimal

mutation rates on the location of ��g . For ��gI� ý , the complex trap function almost reduces to a normal

counting ones problem. The optimal lower and upper bounds are almost equal here: one mutation rate

performs best. The more the complex trap function turns into a basic trap function, the further the optimal

mutation rate boundaries are apart. The �\g�ÊA\Ø function does not yield as much difficulties as the �Vg¼�ÊAY�
problem. As expected, the impact of using several mutation rates is not as large here as for other values,

but still considerable. We computed that for an approximate optimal mutation rate of U + Ýp×ßØ still 61053
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Fig. 12. Optimal upper and lower bounds of mutation rates, and the corresponding expected number of evaluations, for the ã�ä ô ç complex

trap function and �)ä�ævç .

evaluations are needed when one mutation rate is used.

For most values of ��g , it appears that the linear scheme performs slightly better, and, what is also im-

portant: the lower bound on the mutation rate is much more constant and allows for the application of a

rule-of-thumb: A Í F .
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using trap functions, the results presented here give an idea how previously published evolutionary algo-

rithms scale up to more complex problems. More specifically, we have shown using numerical experiments

that the A Í F guideline for optimal mutation rates [?], [?] optimizes local search (exploitation), but is inca-

pable of providing sufficient diversity in the search (exploration). After having shown that an evolutionary

algorithm with one mutation rate and no crossover has many difficulties finding an optimum if there is an

attracting local optimum, we investigated the possibility of using mutation to perform exploration.

For a trap function we found that a mutation rate approximating 1, but not exactly equal to it, maximizes

the probability that a new hill is climbed every generation, and thus enhances exploration. We used these

observations to construct a new algorithm which provides several mutation rates every generation. Using

numerical experiments we found that indeed two mutation rates A Í F and ¢ A solved the trap problem effi-

ciently. The experiments confirmed that both exploration and exploitation can be obtained by the mutation

operator as long as there is variation in the available mutation rates.

To get a better insight in the importance of the multiple mutation rates, we applied the idea of multiple
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mutation rates on another trap function. This made clear that using several rates is beneficial in many

difficult situations, also if one does not know the optimal mutation rate. The height of the optimal upper

bound however depends very much on the characteristics of the function. On a basic counting ones problem,

using additional mutation rates only increases the number of evaluations.

In this article we focused on one particular function with two local optima. We found that one high

mutation rate is sufficient to obtain population diversity. Further investigations with more complex functions

could give a better insight into how many high mutation rates are necessary. For such functions it would also

be interesting to compare the impact of high mutation rates with the effect of a crossover operator.

The usage of multiple mutation rates to obtain diversity may not only be advantageous in the static problem

we investigated currently, it could also be useful in dynamic problems. Using some of the measures we gave

in this document we plan to investigate the applicability of such an evolutionary algorithm on dynamic

problems.
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